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first get them and the top adjuster wanted to hit the core support when almost all the way in
which required a bit of drilling. I actually was lucky enough to receive them 3 days ahead of
when I was expecting which is always a pleasant surprise. All in all good quality lights and i
would definitely recommend them to others. These took a couple of hours to install. My only
complaints are that there is a little gap on the sides closest to the fender. They are after market

so this was expected but the passenger side headlight was so difficult and tight to make
everything clip in that i thought something was going to snap. Not much room to work with. The
finished product does look amazing though. Maybe when the weather is not freezing cold I can
work and adjusting them better without breaking anything. One person found this helpful. I
would never buy these lights again, I had to wait a few months before I could get them
professionally installed because it was costly, but they worked great but the next day the Halo's
stop working, the headlights work and the park lights work but no Halo's and that's the reason
why I bought them is for the Halo's. Will update once installed. My bf is going to have to split
and rewire a ton of wires. Its a say project for sure. If you can't do all the work for these, pro
install highly recommended. They are quite nice looking though. Definitely NOT easy
installation Update: they are super bright and beautiful, especially compared to the previous
lights I had. View pics. Took half a day to install though. Look really nice but I'm having a
common problem with these headlights. The factory harness on my model doesnt really allow
enough room to properly seat the headlight. Not a big problem because I can correct this issue
but it is sold as a factory replacement. In my opinion for the price the bulbs should be easily
changed to led. Unfortunately you have to disassemble the headlight and modify void the
warranty to do any kind if led install. All in all their not bad headlights but I feel for the average
installer they dont have the tools to do what's needed. By stephan jamil reynolds on March 21,
Install was fairly easy except for tight fit at rear of units. After a little adjusting of bracket and
mounting posts these fit very well with no annoying gaps. Beam pattern was very close to
perfect right out of box but lights are not as bright as I would have liked! See all reviews. Pages
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